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No doubt AI has made massive strides and is continuing its relentless 
march. But those who extol its deep impact tend to forget there is no 
AI without HI. AI is but an artificial version of human intelligence, 
less impactful in areas that demand social and creative skills. The truly 
intelligent are those who leverage the best of both.
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Amara’s law: We tend to overestimate the effect of a technology in the short run and 
underestimate the effect in the long run. - Roy Amara, Institute for the Future

Why tap the power of AI and HI?

AI is already here
Perhaps, you think you have never seen AI. However, if you buy using Amazon, watch 
Netflix, listen to Spotify, or use Facebook, then every day you see AI in action. 

AI is how Netflix recommends the next TV series or film. “The data—not a critic or 
human annotator—determines which shows go together.” (AIQ, Polson and Scott, 2018). 

In India, if you are one of the 300 million Facebook users, when you post 
photographs, Facebook automatically suggests 
tagging some people including yourself. AI 
recognizes images every day in millions of 
transactions. So, every day AI surrounds you. For 
more insights on AI, read Nick Polson and James 
Scott’s book AIQ: How artificial intelligence works 
and how we can harness its power for a better world. 

AI will automate jobs that are repetitive and 
based on following rules. But we will need Human 
Intelligence (HI). What do we mean by HI?
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HI = (Social Intelligence) + (Creative Intelligence)
The terms social and creative intelligence come from some complex academic 

research (The Future of Employment, Frey & Osborne). The research explores jobs and 
tasks, and calculates the probability of robots or computers replacing humans. 

The research concludes: “…while sophisticated algorithms and developments … 
with big data, now allow many non-routine tasks to be automated, occupations that 
involve complex perception of manipulation tasks, ‘creative intelligence’ tasks, and 
‘social intelligence’ tasks are unlikely to be substituted by computer capital over the next 
decade or two.”

So, for most organizations, the barriers to computerization of tasks and jobs are 
social intelligence and creative intelligence. We have combined these into the single 
term: Human Intelligence. These are the soft skills that AI cannot copy. Soft skills where 
the cold hand of a computer cannot replace the warm hand of a human. 

variable description
social 
intelligence

empathy being aware of others’ reactions in understanding why they 
react as they do

negotiation bringing others together and trying to reconcile differences
persuasion persuading others to change their minds or behavior
assisting and 
caring for 
others

providing personal assistance, medical attention, emotional 
support, or other personal care to co-workers, customers, 
or patients

creative 
intelligence

fine arts knowledge of theory and techniques required to compose, 
produce and perform works of music, dance, visual arts, 
drama, and sculpture

originality the ability to produce unusual or clever ideas about a given 
topic or situation, or to develop creative ways to solve a 
problem

Adapted from: Frey and Osborne

While the research describes social intelligence as a bottleneck to computerization, 
in a world of AI, we suggest social intelligence and creative intelligence are your sources 
of competitive advantage. Consider how you can build skills in empathy, negotiation, 
persuasion, assisting others, and originality?

how to tap the power of HI and AI?
when is AI good?
What cannot AI do? You might guess that AI cannot read emotions well. However, 
already, software can detect some emotions accurately: from the tone of voice or facial 
expressions. Sometimes AI recognizes emotion better than human beings. So, consider 
how you can use AI to decide how you will treat customers: automate most customers 
and send a few customers to humans.

Australian bank Ubank has assigned chatbots to help customers with their 
applications for home loans.1 Or read about their latest version in February 2019. 
Chatbots can also schedule meetings like a human.2 

To tap the power of 
AI and HI, consider 
how you can use AI to 
improve your efficiency 
and only use your HI 
where it makes a big 
difference.
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To tap the power of AI and HI, consider how you can use AI to improve your 
efficiency and only use your HI where it makes a big difference.

Increasingly, the companies that win are those who learn faster, act quicker and 
adapt sooner. - Mark Feldman
when is HI good?
If we want to persuade people, we still need humans. AI can detect an emotion. Only 
humans know how to persuade people to change emotions. So, put aside logic and 
numbers, ask yourself: in my organization, when do we need to persuade people to 
change emotions?

You must regularly invest in HI skills to improve your employee’s empathy, 
persuasion, and negotiation.

For those in healthcare and social care who want to see how AI can help, the report 
by Skills for Care, Scoping study on the emerging use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 
robotics in social care will give greater insights. 

AI can complement HI negotiation skills by analyzing data such as multiple previous 
deals to find the patterns in successful deals. For the 100 previous deals in this 
geography, what are the normal ranges for the 20 variables in this type of deal?

For AI to be effective, humans need to define the problem, humans need to 
understand the trade-offs in solving the problem, and humans need to define the goal. 
Only humans know how to act on the insights from AI. 

“A machine can fit a model, but only people can use that model to ask the right 
question.” - AIQ

You must invest in the skills of problem-solving, and you must invest in some skills in 

AI can detect an 
emotion. Only humans 
know how to persuade 
people to change 
emotions. So, put aside 
logic and numbers, 
ask yourself: in my 
organization, when do 
we need to persuade 
people to change 
emotions?
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creative intelligence: ‘to produce unusual or clever ideas about a given topic or situation, 
or to develop creative ways to solve a problem’.

conclusion
Because AI complements HI, we should tap the power of HI and AI. Nick Polson and 
James Scott agree too: 

“When it comes to the important decisions in life, we can and should combine 
artificial intelligence with human insight and human values. All it takes is people and 
machines working together.” 

For AI to be effective, 
humans need to define 
the problem, humans 
need to understand the 
trade-offs in solving the 
problem, and humans 
need to define the goal. 
Only humans know 
how to act on the 
insights from AI.

capture more value with which AI methods?
To help you choose where to invest, consider the AI methods in order of their maturity from 
numbers to voice. If you can quantify it, then you can probably model it to find patterns or to 
predict outcomes. We are immersed in a tsunami of digital data. As Polson and Scott, 2018, 
beautifully observe: “In AI, data is like water. It’s the universal solvent.”

After numbers, images are the next most sophisticated with many applications from facial 
recognition to verifying company logos on documents. The next most sophisticated is words. 
Seeing words as third may be surprising. But just consider the English language, ‘run’ has 
396 definitions, ‘set’ has 430 definitions, and ‘turn’ has 288 definitions. So, to understand the 
meaning of a word we need to understand the words around it, which makes it tougher to 
determine meanings. 

Now in AI, words as numbers and probabilities (word co-location statistics) are what makes 
‘natural language processing’ work so well. IBM Watson and Woodside are using this technology. 

Last is voice, which is difficult because of languages and dialects. India has 22 major 

languages and over 720 dialects.

capture more value by:
AI methods increasing sales reducing costs
01 numbers optimize pricing.

reduce churn of customers.
optimize processes, like transport

speed up quote to order processes.
optimize capacity to meet customer demand.

02 images facial recognition of top customers in a hotel in a shopping centre, tracking 
criminals
verify company logos on commercial 
documents

03 words analyzing words in emails and web documents 
to find sentiments and predict customers at risk 
of going to competitors

analyzing collections of documents 
to find patterns and make it faster 
to finds answers to questions in 
seconds instead of weeks

detecting negative emotions in customers and 
taking human action

04 voice processing more sales enquiries using chatbots 
for the simpler enquiries and passing to humans 
for more complicated enquiries

improve productivity with voice 
activated devices like Siri and Alexa
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